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CC-400 
 

CC-400 

STIFF FOAM ROTARY CARPET SHAMPOO 
NON-RESIDUE FORMING 

 
DESCRIPTION: 
SURTEC CC-400 carpet shampoo utilizes advanced cleaning chemistry to provide fast, deep carpet 
cleaning via rotary shampoo. CC-400’s detergent cleaning system does not leave soil-attracting residue 
and is coupled with builders and soil emulsifiers to produce the most effective professional strength rotary 
shampoo available. CC-400 is safe for use on fabrics and carpet that are unaffected by water, including 
nylon, rayon, olefin, and other synthetic and natural fibers, but, if in doubt, test an inconspicuous area prior 
to use. 
 
DIRECTIONS: 
Use a commercial vacuum or pile lifter before shampooing to loosen embedded soil. Remove gum and 
stains by pre-spotting. Dilute 1 part CC-400 with 15 parts water, which is equivalent to 8 ounces of 
shampoo per gallon of water. Apply the diluted solution to the carpet by pump-up sprayer with care not to 
over wet. Combining proper technique with the use of a single disc floor machine equipped with a carpet 
brush, maximum foam can be generated to clean the carpet with a stiff foam containing minimal liquid. Use 
a side-to-side technique with overlapping passes to thoroughly shampoo the carpet. If necessary, consult 
SURTEC for further assistance in proper procedure. When shampoo operation is complete, allow carpet to 
dry thoroughly, usually within four hours. When completely dry, vacuum the carpet to remove soil now 
encapsulated in the shampoo residue.  
 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
COLOR: ................................................. Green 
ODOR: ................................................... Sweet 
COMPATIBILITY: .................................. Nylon, rayon, olefins, wool, and other synthetic and natural 

fibers unaffected by water. 
pH: ......................................................... 10.4 ± 0.2 (concentrate) 
 ...............................................................        8.9 ± 0.2 (1:10 dilution) 
HMIS RATING: ...................................... Health =1  Flammability = 0  Physical Hazard = 0 
VOC CONTENT: ................................... Less than 0.1% by weight at use dilution 
FLASH POINT: ...................................... None (C.O.C. Method) 
DILUTION USE RANGE: ....................... 1:10 to 1:15 
DETERGENT TYPE: ............................. Non-residue nonionic/anionic system 
BIODEGRADABLE: ............................... Yes 
SURFACE TENSION: ........................... 29 dynes per cm.(at 2 oz. per gallon dilution) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: ............................ 1.03 
DENSITY: .............................................. 8.6 pounds per gallon 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: ...................... 100% (hard, soft and/or deionized water) 
SHELF LIFE: ......................................... Minimum 1 year from date of sale 
FREEZE/THAW STABILITY: ................. Minimum 3 cycles (A.S.T.M. Test D-3209-82) 
PACKAGE SIZES: ................................. 4 x 1 gallon jugs 
................................................................ 5 gallon pails 
................................................................  5 gallon Twin Pack (2 x 2.5 gal. bottles/box) 

............................................................. 55 gallon drums 
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SURTEC warrants this product to be of consistent quality. SURTEC’S warranty is limited to the replacement of product proven defective. The user assumes all other risks and 
liabilities resulting from the use of this product. If you have any questions, please call SURTEC at (209) 820-3700. 


